
Interview With Dr. Joe Ruwane, Professor of Sociology, University of the 
Sciences at Philadelphia 

How long have you lived in Southwest Philadelphia? About 40 years, and my 
grandparents used to live on 49th and Florence. Presently I am the Chair of the 
West Philadelphia Partnership, which was started in 1959. This is to enhance 
and make the neighborhood safe, and to improve neighborhood quality of life. 

Have you seen many changes in the community while you've lived here? I 
haven't seen much change over the past 50 years. It was a working class 
community then, and it still is now. 

Do you remember some of the landmarks or important places that you have 
grown up with? My family owned Ruwane Electric Store here in Southwest. On 
48th and Greenway, there was a health center. The Greenway Theater was on 
49°' between Kingsessing and Greenway. At that Theater the left and the top 
was for Blacks, and the Center and the Right was for White people. Anyone who 
smoked had to sit in the Black section. 

Were there any racial tensions? Most of the Blacks lived south of Kingsessing. 
In order to integrate the neighborhood, many of our kids were bused to schools in 
South Philadelphia. Once they were in middle schools like Thomas Jr. High, 
scholarships were given out to the best students to go to Girls High or Central. 
White parents started to get upset that their kids didn't get the scholarships and 
so the Jr. High School only started accepting slow Black kids. They did this so 
that they didn't change the racial composition of the school but the kids who 
came, wouldn't be competitive for scholarships. 

Is there a drug problem in this community? There used to be a pharmacy on 
49'h and Woodland. A pharmacist there was indicted on prescribing unnecessary 
drugs which contributed to our drug problem. He probably sold other illegal 
drusgs as well. I'm unsure of the drug patterns here though. There were some 
African-American dealers in Clak Park. It was mostly Blacks selling to Blacks. 
But, I don't see too many "high'' people in the neighborhood. Probably 
more around 46th and 47th Streets. 

The Times Cafe was in the West Shore neighborhood (a Black area), on 
Woodland and Marco, between 46'h and 470' Streets. There used to be a lot of 
drugs around there too. In fact, people got so mad about what was going on that 
they developed South of Market Against Drugs (SOMAD). They fought against 
drugs in front of Times Cafe in the 1980's. Inside of the Cafe, drugs were being 
sold and the cops finally shut the place down. 

Once drugs got so heavy in the West Shore Community that the community rose 
up against it. The West Shore is very old fashioned and it didn't really begin to 
change until the people who were living there and protecting the neighborhood, 
died. They were very concerned about who was moving in, but as younger 



people started to take over because the housing was cheap, the drug problems 
got worse. The neighborhood is very solid though, very poor, but not bad. 

Has the closing of so many factories in the area impacted the local 
economy? Not really, because most people who worked for the companies 
came from the outside. Very few were actually from Southwest, so it did not 
impact us immediately when the factories closed. 

The problem that the factory closings did cause was near 51s` and Greys Ferry 
an incinerator plant was closed. When that happened, ashes from the plant fell 
all over the community There is also a new dumping area near 49`" and 50th 
Streets. 

Something else that you may find interesting, back to your racial tension 
question, was there was an apartment building, called the Monoray Apartment 
House. It was all Black, run down, over on 43 T`' and Chester near Mill Creek. 
Around 1978/79, the owner set two fires because the apartment building was 
slipping into the ground. They set that fire with people still inside. There were 
some women jogging in the park who caught them setting the fire and followed 
them to Larchwood Avenue. When the men were caught, they confessed that 
they were paid by the owner. That fire was set with people still inside. Even 
though they got out, the place went up in flames. 

What is liSP's relationship with the community? "The community and the 
school had an isolated relationship. USP was non-existent. The big animal was 
Penn. The community blamed them for everything. The only people concerned 
with us was the Southwest Community Enrichment Center. 

The only thing that really separates us from the community is the wall on Lynden 
Street, 45th below Woodland, which holds up the West Shore Community. USP 
bought up a paper street and some buildings next to Wilson School which were 
once machine shops. Traffic only comes through Woodland Avenue_ It doesn't 
come through the neighborhood. All the trucks come off 43`d Street. The 
neighborhood was made aware of this because we didn't want to be seen as a 
threat because of the influx of traffic. 

The School also bought up St. Marks Street. There were six houses on that 
street. The school bought five houses very easily. One person held out and got 
$60,000. The others sold for around $37,000 The houses were only worth about 
$27 000 That was approximately around the 80's. The last of the houses that the 
school bought was in the early 80's. 


